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What is Ocean Floor Music?
Welcome to the music evolution. Creating wellbeing in the music
industry through financial stability.

Ocean Floor Music is a project funding, music creation and rewards platform founded by musicians for

musicians, their fans and industry. It is community owned and socially and environmentally aware.

It's a Music Marketplace offering services and products for the creation and performance of music. 

An NFT Marketplace for minting and selling NFTs, distributing rewards, services and products.

With 100% of revenue distributions back to the community and a liquidity mining program.

Introduction
In recent years, the recording music industry has seen a considerable boom in revenue due to rising

digital sales with the Global Music Market expected to reach $70.02 billion in 2025 and continued

growth of 3.39% through 2021-2025.

Revenue through streaming, performance rights and synchronisation continue to grow. The shift to

digital has seen a considerable reduction in how much revenue the artists are receiving.
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Blockchain and Music
With the cryptocurrency market at $2.5TN and the NFT Market hitting $12B of which only  2% is music

related, we are beginning to see the music industry take significant steps in the tokenisation of music,

art, and bundles of virtual and real world merchandise earning artists millions in new revenue. In an

article from Fortune Tengblad states  ‘We are witnessing a profound, lasting change in how artists

produce music and engage with their fans’ (M. TENGBLAD, 2021).

With the rise of the likes of Audius with over 7 million users, Opulous with their music rights as assets

model rising 1000% in a month, Royal with the investable layer NFT raising 55M, Universal Musics

Kingship ape-themed virtual band and the metaverse offering virtual front row seats experience in 8K

resolution with spatial audio we believe Web3, defi and music will be the biggest shift in the music

industry since CD’s and streaming.
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Fostering wealth and health for the music
industry
An evolution in how musicians, industry and fans create, sell and consume music. Ocean Floor is a
decentralised platform that leverages the power of Defi and smart contracts to create music. Our open
ecosystem enables musicians, industry and fans to create a Smart Project Fund for any project, be it a
song, a tour, marketing or a music video. Where contributions are incentivised with bespoke and
financial rewards and have a stake in the project.

Where the creators retain all the rights and Ocean Floor provides a framework for the entire industry to
partner with. Whether you are a label head, an Indie artist, a studio, a fan, videographer, marketer, tour
manager, promoter, in fact anyone in the music industry can partner with Ocean Floor and create a
Smart Project Fund to help finance their next project.

Ocean Floor is not here to disrupt or challenge the traditional music industry, we are complementary,
offering an alternative funding model for all of the industry. Think of us as crowdfunding on steroids,
where contributors are rewarded financially by receiving 100% of fees generated, staking rewards, rare
and collectable NFT drops, exclusive BTS and VIP experiences, merchandise and ownership in the Ocean
Floor DAO.

Ocean Floor is founded on the belief that we will improve the wealth and health of musicians by putting

them at the top of the value chain.
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Solutions
Sustainability in Music
As  the music industry transforms, with live events and touring cancelled globally over the last two years,

financial instability has become a prominent issue for artists\. Transforming how funds are generated

and distributed in a sustainable marketplace will manifest in health and wealth for artists, fans and the

music business.

CrowdFunding first on the Block Chain
Without question right now crowdfunding does give artists the opportunity for fans, investors, friends

and family the ability to support their one-off projects with platforms such as Kickstarter, Indiegogo and

GoFundMe. Patreon even allows supporters to contribute monthly on an ongoing basis.

Ocean Floor Music is different. Artists, industry and fans are incentivised to participate in the  creation of

music projects with bespoke rewards from the artists, financial rewards and voting rights on how the

ecosystem develops and how we support the wider community that is not possible in traditional

crowdfunding platforms.

Ocean Floor Music point of difference from traditional crowdfunding platforms:

● 100% of fees generated in our ecosystem will be distributed back to the Ocean Floor community

● Passive income generation through token ownership and staking

● Smart Project Funds earn interest and receive rewards through our Staking Program

● Community members have governing rights

● A Smart Project Fund can be created by artists, industry and fans with the only limitation being

your imagination and desire.

● Rewarding true artists to fan to industry collaborations.

Where is the evidence that fans will fund artists
on Ocean Floor Music?
Traditional crowdfunding platforms have helped finance thousands of artists' projects and have paved

the way for deeper and more direct connections for fans, friends, family and supporters to back artists,

engage in personalised experiences and receive unique merchandise and music.
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The chart below demonstrates the amount of successful Kickstarter music campaigns and is further

evidence that fans want to connect with and contribute to an artist's success.

There is no other music blockchain organisation offering this service, combine this with our Music

MarketPlace, NFT Marketplace, staking and rewards programs and our community governance model,

Ocean Floor is truly unique in our offering and our mission is to bring wellbeing through financial stability

to the music industry.
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Create to Earn
The Play to Earn model has become synonymous with BlockChain gaming where players are incentivised

with financial rewards while playing a game. The rewards are often in the form of the native tokens, in

game tools and weapons, treasures and NFT’s that can be traded and sold in game or the open market.

The Ocean Floor Music model drives the creator economy with ’Create to Earn’, it spawned from the

Proof of Creation (POC) model that powers our Smart Project Fund. It is the first of its kind where artists

are incentivised to create and get paid, revolutionary in both the arts and in finance.

The OFM Smart Project Fund will allow artists to control the release schedule of tokens throughout the

process of creating a project. This includes at project milestones, for bespoke rewards, staking periods,

for products and services, and, to specify a wage for the period of creation. Our Smart Project Fund 'POC'

logic is designed to release tokens when project specific predetermined conditions are met, automating

and securing the entire creation process, and ensuring artists are valued for the very thing they do,

create.

Musicians
We put Musicians at the top of the value chain, with ownership of how projects are funded and how

they share the wealth and well-being across the entire community.

If an artist wants to record a song, go on tour, require a marketing campaign, a video, help with

distribution or fan engagement, the Ocean Floor Music ecosystem will fund and connect artists with fans

and industry partners to create and release the project.

We understand the blockchain space can be daunting for some, so we have simplified onboarding by

creating a simple point and click user-friendly ecosystem that makes joining Ocean Floor Music simple.

Music Industry Partners
We understand what it takes to develop an artist and how the whole industry has been impacted by the

digital revolution and recent global events. We know that funding tours, marketing campaigns, managing

artists, putting on events and making the multimedia that goes with it all can be challenging.

Whether you are a manager that needs to develop their artist roster, a production house filming a band's

video, a tour manager’s national tour, a label looking to maximise its artist engagement, or a producer,

engineer or studio looking for the next artist. We have artists who have project funds that are ready to

be spent on your services and products, we have fans engaged and ready to support your business. You

can join our community and earn rewards, collect fees and yield distributions and share in the wealth

and well-being together.
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Fans
A fan's passion and sense of community is what gives the music industry life. As a member of Ocean

Floor Music fans can make a lasting impact on their favourite artist, they can invest and own a part of

their next project, they can create a fan club and start a fund for their favourite artist to make a new

record or tour a town.

Fans will earn rewards, collect fees and yield distributions by engaging and contributing to projects, fans

will have a say in how Ocean Floor Music develops and the community shares and grows in its wealth

and well-being.

The Smart Project Fund 
Enabling artists, fans and the music industry to initiate a Smart Project Fund to create music, pay for

services and products in our marketplace and earn a wage while creating. Starting and managing a fund

is easy, choose the amount or time for staking to maturity, choose the bespoke rewards, choose our

industry partners to help you create the project and choose what you will earn to create. Whether you're

an artist, industry partner or a fan club, we make it easy, safe and fun to build health and wealth in our

sharing economy:

● Investible layers 
● Fractional ownership 
● Flexible staking rewards

● Bespoke incentives and rewards 

 On maturity the Smart Project Funds are released as milestones are met, to hire industry partners for

creation, initiating rewards, earnings for creation and releasing the product.
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Ocean Floor Music Marketplace 
This is our retail Music Marketplace where the Smart Project Fund, once matured, gets spent to create

the record, video, tour or marketing plan. Primarily we are talking about musicians making music and

related products with our industry partners. But, our industry partners can create a project fund for an

event, an artist, a product or service they are launching. Fans can create a Fan Club fund for their

favourite artist to tour or record a new song. We put the fund to work earning fees and yield

distributions and when the project fund matures and has grown in value the project goes to our Music

Marketplace to be produced with chosen industry partners. 
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OFMetaverse
We are buying land across the metaverses. Imagine a music club in the Illuvium metaverse where players

lay down their arms and greet enemies while relaxing to Ocean Floor Music performers. Imagine walking

down a back alley of street vendors and retailers selling music services and products to help you create

your products, sell merch or tickets to a show and NFTs. Think of a hawkers market in the metaverse with

our music club at the end of the street. We are developing our virtual spaces and will be launching our

first club in 2022.
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Ocean Floor NFT Marketplace 
The Ocean Floor NFT Marketplace will host digital assets created by artists, fans and industry partners.

It’s where NFTs are minted, sold and traded. It's another new form of monetisation for our community

allowing musicians to sell music and collectibles, fans to sell fan art and industry to sell digital assets.
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Choosing a layer 2 solution such as Immutable
X?
One of the primary issues with NFT and smart contract deployment for projects and users are the cost of

gas fees for performing transactions on the Ethereum network.

A layer 2 solution we are exploring is Immutable X, with the ability to perform transactions off chain

allowing users to trade NFTs or create Smart Project Funds without paying gas fees, self custody, instant

transactions, trustless and verifiable, native token use and flexible ecosystems makes this a viable

option. We are exploring other layer 2 solutions.

Ocean Floor Community DAO
$OFM token holders are entitled to nominate an individual for a council seat as well as delegate their

vote to a nominee. Candidates for council members must be proposed before the due date of the

election, followed by a formal voting period that lasts 72 hours to elect the 7 individuals best suited for

the role of governing the platform. The DAO will then collate all proposed members from the OFM

Council Discord Channel, and prepare the candidates to be voted on within a Snapshot in time. 

The Quadratic voting mechanism will be utilised to reduce the voting power of large $OFM holders and

reduce plutocracy. This system is used successfully by several other protocols and we believe it is the

fairest way to weigh votes. 

There are two major components of the new governance system: 

The OFM Council will consist of nominees who are voted in by $OFM token holders, enabling the

influence of community representatives who can debate and distil technical changes while also not

directly providing large $OFM holders with a disproportionate voting weight in the outcome of

proposals. 

Ocean Floor Community ‘The 50,000 PreOFM
Token Airdrop’ 
As we launch Ocean Floor as a Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO), we are building our

community of artists, music lovers and industry partners. By joining our Airdrop in February 2022,

participants receive Pre$OFM tokens. These tokens will give holders voting rights in Ocean Floors

development, environmental projects, proposals from members and protocol changes and will be

exchangeable for $OFM later in 2022.
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Social And Environmental Projects
We take our pledge of improving lives and the environment very seriously. We are consulting with

Indigenous elders and environmental scientists on how we can improve life on earth and become carbon

neutral within 5 years. We will be funding five S&E projects a year for the next 20 years. They are

community voted and driven Smart Project Funds chosen for the most strategic and beneficial impact on

people and our environment. These funds will mature yearly for the next 20 years, providing ongoing

funding to projects that tackle issues such as climate change, conservation, education and healthcare.. 

Tokenomics
 In this section we explain the Ocean Floor tokenomics. We will discuss the roles of the $OFM

Governance Token and OFMx Utility token. Additionally, we will outline our token distribution schedule

and staking program.

$OFM
The $OFM Token is an ERC20 token built on the Ethereum Blockchain, holders will have voting rights and

be eligible for our governance council. The token will be used in our staking programs and provide

liquidity for our Smart Project Fund.

OFMx
The OFMx utility token is of equal value to $OFM and is exchanged from $OFM and used as currency in

our Music Marketplace and NFT Marketplace for purchases of services and products and digital assets.

Burning Mechanism
Ocean Floor Management will offer services and products in our Music Marketplace and Ocean Floor

NFT Drops in our NFT Marketplace. Every OFMx used to purchase an Ocean Floor service, products or

NFT will be burned with a cap of 2% per year.

Revenue Distribution
100% of fees generated in the Ocean floor Ecosystem will be distributed to token holders. A 5% fee will

be charged for every transaction occurring in our Music Marketplace, NFT Marketplace and our

exchange.
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Staking Programs
Staking into a protocol is often a signal of your support, especially when locking the tokens for an

extended period of time. We will offer an initial staking program consisting of the $OFM Staking pool and

a paired $OFM/ETH pool with a respective weight of .2 and .8.

You can lock your tokens for a period of up to 12 months. This changes your token weight. By increasing

the duration of your lock, you will increase the token weight of the locked tokens. The maximum weight

of a locked token is 2, which occurs when you lock for a period of 12 months and unlocked tokens weight

is 1.
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Token Summary

Pre-Seed - 5% released at TGE, 12 month locking period followed
by a 12 month linear unlocking period 5.00% 2,500,000

Seed -  10% released at TGE, 12 month locking period followed by
a 12 month linear unlocking period 15.00% 7,500,000

Community Round - 10% released at TGE, 12 month locking
period followed by a 12 month linear unlocking period 3.00% 1,500,000

Public Round - Liquidity bootstrapping Pool 100% unlocked at TGE 10.00% 5,000,000

Yield Farming + $OFM Rewards 30.00% 15,000,000

Liquidity & Ecosystem 10.00% 5,000,000

Core Team, Partners & Advisors 5% released at TGE, 12 month

locking period followed by a 12 month linear unlocking period 12.00% 6,000,000

DAO Treasury 15.00% 7,500,000

Total 100.00% 50,000,000
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Token Release Schedule

Pre-Seed Sale 
Our Pre-Seed sale sold out in record time with 2,500,000 tokens at .30 cents US, with $750,000 US

dollars raised. All tokens are subject to a 12 month locking period and then a 12 month linear unlocking

with 5% unlocked at the token generation event at Public Sale. Funds for this sale have been used to

recruit talent, marketing and website build.
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Seed Sale 
The current private Seed sale of 5,000,000 tokens at .70 cents US, we will raise $5.25M. All tokens are

subject to a 12 month locking period and then a 12 month linear unlocking with 10% unlocked at the

token generation event at Public Sale.  Funds for this sale will be used to finance our Public Sale,

marketing, recruitment, protocol development and smart contract development and auditing.

Community Sale 
On a launch pad still to be decided and to mark our appreciation we are releasing a small amount of

tokens to our beloved community. These tokens will be unlocked and the funds will be used for

marketing, recruitment and protocol development. Tokens sold in the community sale will be locked for

12 months.

Public Sale Balancer Smart Pool Distribution 
In the first Quarter of 2022 we will hold our Public $OFM token sale through a Balancer Liquidity

Bootstrapping Pool (LBP).

The LBP is an innovative mechanism that allows projects like ours to raise funds in a fair way, removing

the flaws of individual caps, whitelisting and bots and ensures everyone is able to participate in a fair

price discovery process.

Why LBP
With a LBP anyone can invest, big or small. By eliminating bots, whitelisting and reducing gas spend LBP

will allow a genuine price discovery over the 72-hour period that the pool will be open. Tokens will be

immediately tradable making it impossible for a large party to dump on smaller ones.

Using the Copper Token Launch Auction for our public sale, we will set our LBP parameters:

● Starting weight: 96:4

● Ending weight: 50:50

● Duration: 72 hours

● Sale $OFM: 5,000,000

● Initial USDC: 1,000,000

This will allow the token price to start high and then through downward pressure from the LBP platform

and upward pressure from trading the market will discover the $OFM token price.

In this image of GRO’s Copper Launch Auction with similar parameters to Ocean Floors LBP you can see

how a sale might track to price discovery.
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Ocean Floor Exclusive Avatar NFT Giveaways
We will be minting 300 exclusive rare Avatar NFTs as a giveaway to the top 200 contributors.

These avatar characters will represent you, uniquely modelled by our in-house artists from an image you

provide to us. Owners will be able to use the NFT image as their profile image and will be able to sell the

NFT on the Ocean Floor NFT Marketplace in the near future.

To be eligible you will have to meet these criteria:

● Top 100 contributors will receive two exclusive NFTs

● Top 101-200 contributors will receive one exclusive NFT

To be eligible you must be holding $OFM at the end of the LBP in your wallet, a snapshot of the wallet

will be required as proof at the end of the 72 hr LBP
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Staking Reward Program 
15 Million Tokens will be allocated to Ocean Floors liquidity mining program.

The staking pool will decay linearly over 3 years.

Ocean Floor has 2 core pool contracts which you can stake tokens in order to receive additional $OFM

tokens.

$OFM Pool - This pool only holds $OFM. It has a pool weight of .2

$OFM/ETH - This pool only holds Sushi LP tokens. It has a pool weight of .8

Locked $OFM are rewarded with a token weight 2, unlocked tokens weight is 1.

Rewards will be vested for 6 months or can be claimed as OFMx for use in our Music Marketplace or NFT

Marketplace.

Staking the Smart Project Fund
Maturity periods of 3, 6 or 12 months

Maturity can also be triggered when the fund hits the $OFM target for raise.

Staking pool $OFM/ETH.

Exchange Listing
Our advisors and partners have direct contacts to the largest exchanges on the planet. We will be

announcing our centralised and decentralised exchanges in Q1 2022.
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Roadmap
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Our Team

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sa
m-cutri-17714821/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cli
ntarthur77/

https://www.illuvium.io/

Music Industry Advisors

https://carlcox.com/ https://www.awesomesoundwa
ve.com/about

https://www.linkedin.com/in/al
on-shulman-725a9947/?original

Subdomain=uk
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Partners & Core Team Members
Solidity Development: Vegavid
https://vegavid.com/

UI/UX - Hatchd
https://www.hatchd.com.au/

Mobile -  Adapptor
https://adapptor.com.au/

Marketing - MITP
https://www.mitpagency.com/

Music Marketing - Pilerats
https://pilerats.com/

Crypto Marketing - Moworks
https://moworks.com.au/

Accounting - Sorrento Strategic Music
https://sorrentostrategic.com.au/music/

Law and compliance - Joni Pirovich - https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonipirovich/?originalSubdomain=au

Law and compliance - Mark Bland - https://www.millsoakley.com.au/people/mark-bland/

Crypto Analyst - Sophie Amat - https://www.linkedin.com/in/sophie-amat-30785724/

Wellness and Mindset - Liz Dingle - https://www.linkedin.com/in/lizdingle/

Investing Partners
Kofkin Bond & Co
https://www.kofkinbond.com.au/

LD Capital
LDcap.com

Lotus Capital
https://www.lotuscapital.me/

YBB Foundation
http://www.ybb.io/

Cryptiq Ventures
http://www.cryptiq.ventures/

Tuscan Wealth
http://tuscan-wealth.com

Danish Chaudhry - former Bitcoin.com CEO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/djchaudhry/
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Disclaimer 
This Litepaper is intended for informational purposes only, and will be updated with more specific

information periodically. The representation in this litepaper of the Ocean Floor ecosystem does not

provide any warranty as to the accuracy and completeness of this information.  

No representations or warranties have been made to the recipients or its advisers as to the accuracy or

completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out of,

contained in or derived from this lite paper or any omission from this document or of any other written

or oral information or opinion provided now or in the future to any interested party or their advisors.  

Nothing in this document shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for

investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy (or sell) any

investments in any jurisdiction and should not be construed as such. The information in this document

does not constitute a recommendation for any person to buy a token. 

Certain statements contained in this document may constitute forward-looking statements or speak for

future events or plans. Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown

risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events to differ materially. 

The publication of this litepaper does not imply in any way that the laws, regulations or rules in any

jurisdiction have been complied with to any extent.  

Ready to learn more?
Visit our website:  www.oceanfloor.io

Email us: info@oceanfloor.io

Join our communities:

Twitter: https://twitter.com/oceanfloormusic

Telegram: https://t.me/oceanfloormusic

Discord: https://discord.gg/oceanfloormusic

LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/ocean-floor-music/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/oceanfloormusic

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/oceanfloormusic/
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